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YSP Cambodia and YSP Korea successfully completed the "2023 Peace Designers' Global Action in 

Cambodia" The program, which was held from August 21 to 27, 2023, brought together young people 

from both countries to learn about peace building, community involvement and networking. 

 

The program included a variety of activities such as: 1. Peace Designer workshop at BELTEI 

International University, 2. Service project at kindergarten school. 3. Visiting Siem Reap and Angkor 

Wat. The participants of the program learned a lot about peace building and community involvement. 

They also had the opportunity to network with other young people from Cambodia and Korea. 

 

On August 22, 2023, the IAYSP Korea Youth group started the first day of their mission at the BELTEI 

International University. Around 50 students gathered together for the Peace Designers Training, which 

lectured participants on how to build their own peace projects and make peace project together. Also, they 

have wonderful time during brotherhood and sisterhood activity. 

 

From August 23-24, 2023, YSP Korea and YSP Cambodia happily, willingly and joined forces to paint 

the whole school building and do educational activity as well at Prochiv Bath Kindergarten in Kampong 

Speu, Cambodia. We are grateful to the hardworking teachers for their cooperation. 

 

 
 

On August 24-25, 2023, YSP Korea went to Siem Reap province to visit Angkor Wat, a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site. YSP Korea group was able to learn about the history and significance of Angkor Wat, and 

they also enjoyed exploring the world heritage site. 

 

The YSP Cambodia and YSP Korea teams are confident that the Peace Designers' program will have a 

lasting impact on the participants and the communities they serve. During the program it is really 

beautiful and inspiring to see that our 2nd and 3rd generations from YSP Korea also young people of 

Cambodia enjoying and working together, centering to our beloved True Parents. 

 

The program finished and all the participants are really grateful and inspired to work together with YSP 

Korea and YSP Cambodia. All the YSP Cambodia leaders and members are so happy and inspired to 

have time and work together even just for one week and excited for next program to come. YSP 

Cambodia would like to say thank you to True Mother for sending our precious and wonderful 2nd and 

3rd generations and hardworking staff of YSP Korea. 




